
where 

• 
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•••--'(nu.r.o~ x ~x &011M'~) 

.,..,.,._. Amwa1 Baseline Energy Use - Ammal Energy Use for base1iae equipment calculated 
separately for each measure and each energy source (electric, ps). 

nu1.0Aa,_• Baseline Full Load- the maximum operating load of each baseline system and subsystem 
with operating conditionj (as defined below). 

£If,,..• Load Factor - ftaction of Full Load for each baseline system and subsystem with 
oprnting conditiollj (as defined below). Typically m than 1.00 unless tbe equipment 
was sized to nm at 100% of rated capacity. 

BOii-...• To111 Amwal Openling Hours - To111 Amwa1 Opmting Homs for each system and 
subsystem with operaling c:cmditionj (as defined below). 

j:: 

•• 

System Condition- refers to each disbnct combination of system mode, number of hours, 
Full Load demand, and Load Factor for each system or subsystem. 

Number of Terms - to111 Numba of Terms needed to cover all conditions of affected 
systems and subsystems. 

Documeat the inputs and ou1pu1s to the building model as descn'becl in the LEED Reference Guide for 
Green Buildins Design and Cons1ruction, Energy and Atmosphere Cmlit One, Op1ioo 1, Whole Building 
Simulation and as described in Section 4. 

BaseUne Case Cotaddent Electric Demand (kW) 

Document the baseline case coincident electric demand for each measure accordiog to one of the following 
eqwdions: 

For variable loads: 
c i.aa.-- •va"' 1.a.,_ 
When: 

Ara Pll i.o.u_ • Average Baseline Load of all atTected equipment during the Perfonnance Hours 
of 3-6 pm, weekday, non-holidays fi:omJuoe I -August 31 for a total of 19~ 
hours. Includes mm-operating time during the Per,fonnance Hours and is equal 
to total eneigy use during the Perfom1ance Hours divided by the total 
Petformance Hours. 

For constant loads: 
• 

CI.OU.-• 6CJ'UIJ.£0ADu., M llu.. >C au-J 
whae 

Cl.OU...• Average Coincident Baseline Load- average coincident load of all affected 
baseline equipment during the Performance Haun of 3-6 pm, weekday, DOD-
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holidays from 1mie 1 - Aupst 31 for a total of 195 hours. Includes DOD

opaatiog time during the Pelfon11ance Hours. 

Baseline Full Load - the maximum aameplate load of each baseline system and 
subsystem in operation during the Perj'onnance Hours with opcntiug condition 
k (as defined below). exclusive of l10Jl opemtiug time. 

Load Factor - &action of Full Load for each baseline system and subsystem with 
opcnting condition k (as defined below). Typically less than 1.00 unless the 
equipment was sized to nm at 100% of rated capacity. 

Coincidence Factor- the Coincidence Factor is the ftaction of time that each 
baseline system and subsystem is opcnting during the Pelformance Hours for 
opcnting condition k (as defined below). 1be three typical conditions for CF are 
as follows: CF is unity if the equipmrat is continuously on during the 
Performance Ho11n; CF is zero for each system or subsystem that is not 
opcnting during the Perfonnance Ho'UIT, odlCIWise, CF is the ratio of the 'on' 
time to the total number of pedonmmce boms. 

System Condition - refers to each distinct combination of the system mode (e.g. 
hip speed, low speed), Full Load demand, and Load Factor for each system or 
subsystem operating during Perj'onnance HOll1'S. 

Number ofTenos - total Number of Tmns needed to cover all operating modes 
of affected systems and subsystems during Perfonnance Ho11n. 

The analysis shall take into account that not all system components are expected to operate durina all of the 
Pelfonnance Hours. For example on a cooling tower some of the coolios tower fans could periodically be 
staged in the "off" position wbilc the compressoJS could be operating at 100% load. In these cases the 
system load during Pelformm1ce Ho11rs will not equal the smn of the loads for all system components. 

Doc:ummt the modeled meagn inputs and outputs specifically for the Pelfomumce Hottn. 

The analysis shall include documentation of how the load varies durina the Perfonnance Hours. For 
CODStaot load equipment. the analysis shall be based on the equipment load and operating schedule during 
the Pelfomumce HDUTS. For variable load equipment. the analysis shall address variations in equipment 
load and operating schedule during the Pelfonna11ce Hours. 

Additional analysis will typically be prepared to address the impad of the baseline equipment on customa" 
peak demand Such analysis is aitical to calculating customa cost savings but should not be confused 
with the requUed calculation of the coiocident demand during the Performance Houn. 

Savings shall be calculated from the efficient case and baseline case energy and demand calculaticms from above via 
whole building modeling. Ensure that the model addRsses project variables as described in Section 3. Whole 
building models are designed to address interactive effects; the analyst shall ensure that the model accurately 
addresses such effects. 

Annual Ellel'IY Savlnp (kWb for eledrlcal, thttms for ps) 

.. .,,._. = mrnw ... -•••an.,, 
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••acr•• and MBan_,1 are defined above. 

Coloddeut Electrical Demand Reduction (kW) = 

C £0A0- • C l.00.- - C £0AO.,, 

where 

C £0..a_ and C LOAO.,, are defined above. 

Section 3: Project Variables 
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.Accurately capturing and documenting the variables that affect annual energy use and savings as well as those 
aft'ecliog peak period demand coincidence are critical elements in developing meaningful and reliable energy 
savinp estimates. 'Ihe savings analysis shall consider and address the variables over the life of the measure for both 
the baseline and efficient case. Uncatainty in variables shall be quantified and the savings analysis shall clearly 
demoDStrate ttaDspareDCy and reasonableness in definition and application of variables affecting energy savingsm. 

The variables below are common to many custom energy analyses. Document the variables that affect the energy 
use of the project for bodl the baseline and efficient scc:oarios. Describe the modeling methods used and any 
uncedainty associated with the values used in the model ALL savings calculations must be normalized to reflect 
consistent application of the assumed variables for the project under both baseline and post-installation conditions 
over the full range of opaating conditions for the affect.eel systems. Modeling for new construction projects is the 
expect.eel method for acCOUDting for these variables as descnbed in Section 4. 

Load Cbaraderlzatton 
Accmate characterization of the baseline and efficient energy use in.wives a comprehensive analysis of all variables 
that affect the loads over the analysis period. Concepts that are colDlllOllly used in paformiq energy analysis are 
discussed below. ID all cases it is die intent of this document to require that the variations in load due to all fictors 
(weather, production, schedule, etc) are accounted for in the analysis. 

LoadSbape 
The load shape reflects variations in load over the course of a year, with specific attention paid to the peak 
periods defined by the affected utility and/or rqional ttangniscion organization. The model shall generate 
an 8760 load sbapem that captures the expect.eel period at which the load will operate at full load (full load 
hows) as well as all part load and non-operating or standby-modes .. 

Load Factor 
Load Factor is die ratio of maximum energy demand to tbe average electric demand for tbe affect.eel end 
use. Analysis of loads across a representative sample of operating conditions can generate a single load 
factor for constant load applications. For variable load applications, a series of load factors must be 
developed to accurately represent die variations in energy use under the variety of loading conditions that 
occur over the range of operating cycles in a typical calendar year. Variable load analysis shall address the 
variations in load factor over a one year period for all dependent variables. 

Peak Load Factor 
Peak Load Factor descn"bes die variation between the maximum connected load of the equipment and the 
highest actual load of tbe equipment. ID some cases the Peak Load Factor is unity. For oversized 

7lD AllDe Arquit N'tedert>eraer, PhD, A+B Iotemational (2005), Baseline Methodologies for Industrial End-Use Efficiency 
Presentation. Presented at World Bank; Amle_Arquit_Niedaberger_lodustly_EE_ CDM_Dec:_OS.xls 
m Patil, Yogesb, et. al. (Aug, 2009) '"TaJdng Eugineeriq savings to lhe Nm Lewi, presented at IEPBC 2009 htUr IJwww.gs= 
incswn·~?!!!'!!lrrstpdf 
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equipment it is frequently less than one. ID some rare instances where equipment is operated above its 
rated load, the Peak Load Factor may be greater than one. 

ColDddence Fador 
Coincidence Factor is the coincidence of the demand saviop during the PeakPer,fom1ance Horus. For 
modeled measures. the average coincident demand, including non-operational hours, is generated through 
the hourly simulation of building demand for the baseline and efficient conditions during Peak 
Per,fonnance Hours. 

Operating CondlUom 
Charactaii.e all variable operatiJl8 conditions that affect the load over the analysis period. Typical operating 
variables are outlined below. Additional factors may be required to accurately characterize variability in equipment 
operations and the energy savings resulting ftom energy efficiency measures over the full range of operating 
conditions. 

Operattn1 Boon 
Establish the ..,ojected operating hours for all affected equipment in the building - scheduled operating 
hoW'S are the same for base and efficient case models except where necessary to model nonstandard 
efficiency measures712• Address all variations in operating schedule over an annual operating cycle 
including, but not limited to weekends, holidays, and shift or occupancy changes that are a result in cyclical 
changes in operations over the course of a year. (For example retail applications may have longer 
operating hours in November and December). Project analysis shall clearly identify all operating, non
operating, and standby hours. the related loads, the periods for which those conditions apply and the basis 
for the assumptions in the analysis. Special attention should be paid that the hours of Coi11cide11t Peak 
(3:00 - 6:00 weekdays from June 1 throup August 31) are detailed. 

Weatber 
The analysis shall address the impact of annual weather, includins temperature, humidity, and solar 
incidence (whae applicable) on eoe.rgy consumption. All savings (energy and demand) should be 
normalized to the TMY3 (Typical Meteorological Year) that coaesponds to the nearest TMY3 weather site 
using modeling and/or~ analysis. TMY3 data should be obtained from National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (NREL ~ and used as the 8760 weather file to model and/or normalize annual energy 
use for weather dependent measures. Modeling tools, such as eQuest774

, cumm.tly use TMY2 data. 1MY3 
dam is based on more-recent and more accurate data and is available for many more locations; TMY3 data 
is available for over 1,000 locations, where TMY2 data is available for fewer than 300 locations. 

Prodactloa 
This applies only to industrial new construction projects that include production measures. Project analysis 
shall reflect variations in production over the cycles within the analysis period. Variations can include such 
things as the number of shifts or changes in quantity or type of product manufilctured. 

For industrial process measures, production documentation shall normalize energy use based on the energy 
intensity of the process (ie. energy use per unit of output) over the lifetime of the measure for both the 
baseline and efficient cases. Measurement of output should be based on physical measures of oWput (ie. 
ton of steel or paper) and capture variations in both production levels and manufactured product types over 
the analysis period for both the baseline and efficient case775• 

Assumptions reprdina economic climate, changes in production levels, and shifts all affect calculated 
energy savings over the life of the measures. Develop reasonable assumptions regarding these variables 

m ASHRAE S1aDdard 90.1-2007 Energy Standard for Buildiap Except Low-Rise Residential Buildillgs, Appendix 0, Table 
03.1, Section 4. 
m Typical Meteorological Da1a (TMY3) • httpj/lmdcgel.1ovl50lv/olcl data/Q!ldbl1291·20Q5/Cmy3/ 
774 DOE2 eQuest simulation software - llgp;l/wwwJksl com/sgugtl 
9 Ruth, Micbael, Lawrence Besteley National Laboratory, et. al (2001) A Process-Step Bmdgnadc!q Approach to Energy Use 
at IodUslria1 Facilities: Rumples from tbe Iron llDd Steel and cement Industries; Process_ Step _Benclmvntcing_ ACEEB_LBNL-
50444.doc 
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and ensure the application of these variables is clearly identified iD both the aualysis and project 
documentation. Identify the uncertainty introduced into the energy savings estimates as a result of these 
assumptions. 

Controls 
Coutrol settings and level of control shall be accouoted for in the analysis in accordance with ASHRAE 
Standard 90.1 2007. Appeodix G. Clearly documc:ot the control points that affect energy use. Che control 
setpoints, sequeuce of operation and accuracy of controls that ue required for the baseliue case in 
Appendix G. Clearly documaot the c:baoges in these conditions for the efficient case and how they are 
modeled. Include relevant information such as commissioning of control points, potential manual ovenides 
of coutrol sequences and anticipated control point cabbration over the life of the measure. 

Occupancy 
Where occupancy affects energy use and varies over time, capture the variations in occupancy and their 
effects over the BDBlysis period. At a minim•un there is typical1y an •occupied' and an '1Dloccupied' mode 
for most facilities. 

Assumptions reprding economic climate and shifts in houn of occupmcy affect calc:ulated energy savings 
over the life of the measures. Develop reasonable assumptions regarding these variables and ensure the 
application of these variables is clearly identified in both the analysis and project documentation. Identify 
the uncertainty introduced into the energy savings estimates as a result of these assumptions. 

Iotenctlve Etr«ts 
Analysis shall explicitly ac:cotmt for interadive effects between measures. For projects that include both 
prescriptive md custom measures, accotmt for the energy use reduction 1iom the prescriptive measure in Che custom 
measure aualysis. As presaiptive measura include interactive effects themselves, document the methodology that 
is used to ensure lbat savings 1iom the interactive effects ue only accounted for once in the claimed sa\'ings. 

One common set of interactive effects is the impact of electrical energy efficiency measures within a facility on that 
facility's heating andlor cooling load. These shall be addressed as follows: 

Waste Heat 
For efficiency upgrades that reduce the rejection of waste beat into air conditioned spaces (i.e. evaporator 
fans in a refrigerated enclosure}. quantify the reduction in heat rejection"' and the associated cooling 
reduction. 

Beatln1 Increase 
For efficiency upgrades lbat reduce the rejection of waste beat into heated spaces, quantify the additional 
heating fuel required to offset the change and maintain temperature within the space14• The analysis shall 
address beating system efficiency and include basis for assumptions reganling fossil fuel increases. 

For projects with multiple measures, the procedure for interactive effects is to calculate savings for the longest lived 
measme first, then consider that measure's impact on the next lcmgest-lived measure, and so on. This is because a 
short-lived measure can affect savings 1iom a long-lived measure, but only for part of its life. Since tracking system 
limitations require that annual measure savings remain constant for all years, this is the only way to ensure proper 
lifetime savings and total resource benefits ue captured. 

Measure Life 
Document both the life of the baseline and efficient case equipment. The efficient case aua1ysis is typically 
performed over the lifetime of the efficiency measures. Where the aua1ysis period and the efficieucy measure life 
ue not the same, descnbe the rationale for the analysis period and assumptions regarding replacement equipment for 
measwes with lives that are shorter than the analysis period. 

776 2009 ASHRAE Handbook, Fnndameot.als, Chapter 18, page 18.3. 
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Persistence filctors may be used to reduce lifetime measure savinp in recognition that initial engineering estimates 
of amwal saviqs may not persist 10113 termm. The persistence filctor accounts for uncertainties and for normal 
operations over the life of the measure. For instance if energy efficient motors are installed as part of a process and 
the customer's standard procedure is to have motors rew01D1d upon failure, die encqy efficiency associakd with the 
efficient motor would only persist until die expected time when the motor is rewound. Persistence is also affected 
by measures beins removed or failins prior to the end of its normal engineering lifetime. improper maintaioed over 
the life of the measure. control ovarides or loss of cahl>ration (controls only), etc. 

:R.lated Variables: 
Related variables are those which are not included in the cuergy and demand calculations, but may be required for 
project cost-e.ft'ectiveness screeoiug by the utility(ies). Document the following variables for the project: 

OperaUoa &Malatenaoce (O&M) Impacts 
Where O&M practices would have resulted in chauges to the b8seline during the analysis period. account 
for such practices in the establishment of baseline and efficiency case energy use. 

Water CoDS11111PtloD Impacts 
Quantify any changes in water consumption attributable to the project. 

Cost 
Document the cost of each measure. Include invoices, bids and Olber documentation to substantiate project 
cost data. Idcutify portions of the cost which are for equipment being purcbased fur redundancy or backup 
and will not generate savings in the project. Related costs such as the costs for audits, design. engineering. 
permits. fees or M&V should be reported separately fi:om the costs associated with the desisn and 
installation of energy efficiency improvements. 

Other Variables 
As needed - clearly document all variables affectiug the energy use of the project that have not been covered in this 
document. 

Section 4: Documentation and Modeling 

Documentation and modeling of custom new consttuction projects are essential to developing reliable energy 
savings and peak demand reductions claims.711 The following pidelines support the accurate estimation of energy 
and demand savings. 

Modeling 
Computer modeling is an acceptable method of analysis usins an 8760 model which meets the requirements of 
ASHRAE 90.1 Appendix G and the requirements of the LEED Reference Ouide for Green Building Desip and 
Construction, F.nergy and Atmosphere Credit One, Option l, Whole Building Simulation. 

Process measures. such as industrial process or data center efficiency that are additional to the building design 
modeled uoda' ASHRAE 90.1 Appendix G shall be either included in the simulation usiog customized alsaritbms, 
or modeled separately using measure specific analysis tools. The results of measure specific analysis shall be 
accounted for in the builctins model and any custom simulations should be documented in accordance with the TRM 
and the Olstom Analysis Template (Appendix B). 

Cakulattoas 
Computer simulation of energy efficiency measures usins 8760 hourly simulation models such as eQuest, or 
customized spreadsheet analysis or Olber energy analysis tools shall be employed to calculate cuergy savings. The 

m EOicienc:y Venuout Teclmical Refenmce User Manual (TRM) Measure Savings Algorithms 11114 Cost Assumpti.ODS; February 
19,2010 
711 Partin, Kaduyn, et. al. (August. 2009 IEPEC) "Demand R.eduction in tbe Forward Capacity Maatet, Verifying tbe Efficiency 
PowerPlmt" 
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algorithms of the modeling software must be designed to address the modeled measures. Minim•un documentation 
requirements include model output reports stating umnet load homs for the baseline and efficient case. hourly 
energy use and demand, and electronic copies of the model or spreadsheet analysis files. 

Annual kWh and thenns for baseline and efficient cases shall be the annualized and nom1alized per the equations in 
Section 2 usiq the methods described above. Docummt the assumptions and calculations for baseline and efficient 
Coincident Electric Demand (kW) as the average kW over the Pelformm1ce Ho11n as indicated in Section 2. 
Calculation doc:umentation shall include definitions and ~fere:oce soun:es for all variables and assmned factors in 
Section3. 

Documentation 
Analysis shall be documented with comprehensive, well labeled supportins information including, but not limited 
to: 

Maoufilcturer literature documentiug conoected load for both the baseline and the installed equipment or 
manufacturer data documenting the information necessary to calculate peak demand (such as horsepower, 
voltage, efficiency, etc.) shall be inchlded in the project documentation. Manufacturer data shall be clearly 
mmked to indicate the specific equipment model munber and data that is applicable to tbe project and used 
in the calculations. 

Reporting 

The following shall be reported: 

• All information required in this protocol 
• Custom Analysis Template (Appendix B) Section 1 and Documentation Wolksheet (Appendix C) only 
• Documentation as required by LEED Reference Guide for Green Build.ins Design and Cons1ruction, 

Energy and Atmosph~ Credit One. Option l, Whole Build.ins Simulation. 
• .Assessment of the level of uncertainty associated with the CDel'BY and demand calculated savings. 
• Project commissioning can reduce energy use and is recommended. If the project was commissioned, 

submit a copy of the commissioning report. 
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v. Protocols for Transmission & Distribution Projects 

T&D Loss Reductions - Mass Plant Replacement and Expansion Analysis 
Protocol 
This protocol defines the requiremmds for analyzing and docummting loss reductions due to iostallation of mass 
utility pJant with lower losses than standard equipment, when lbat equipment is required clue to failure, need for 
inaeased capacity, or CODDCdioa of new loads. Where equipment is replaced prior to the end of i1s rated savice life 
in order to achieve energy SllVings, the project is classified as Retrofit and lhe "T&D Loss Reductions - Mass PJant 
Rmofit Analysis Protocol" should be used to guide analysis. 

Examples of mass plant include line ttausfonners, secondary lines, service drops. and meters. For these coDDDOD and 
generally small investments, detaminatioa of loads and losses for each iostallation will not generally be feasible or 
cost-eftictive. This protocol is intended to address the eaeqy impacts of operating eaeqy efficiency improvements 
of inslaJled equipment on average over many inslallations. 

This 8Dlllysis protocol does not apply to equipment iDstal1ed to serve intervaJ..metered load in excess of SOO kVA 
Those projects should be analyzed with the Large CUstomer Conuection Analysis Protocol. 

The Allalysis Protocol is divided into four sections: 
Section 1: Program Information 
Section 2: F.qWpment Loading 
Section 3: Base and Efficient Cases and Savings 
Section 4: Saeeoing lnpDls 

Seedon 1: Program Information 

Prop-am 11tte 
Provide a unique title for the propam so that it is easily disringnisbable 1iom other programs with similar scope. 
Example: "'° kVA 13.8 kV transfonners specified for new comiectious". 

Sites (locations) 
Provide a list of the locations at which equipment was ins1allecl under dais program. Locations may be ideotifiecl by 
die customr.r addresses, pole numbers, transfonoer identification numbers, or similar identifiers. 

ClasslSfctor/lndastry Description 
For each instaJlation, specify the customer classes (residmti•l, small geaeral service, etc.) served by the equipment, 
and for non-residealial customers, lhe sector (Industrial, Commercja), IDslitutional, Multi-timily) and cype of use 
(e.g., office, restaunmt, dormitory, ps station). 

TeduaoJo&y .Description 
Descn"be the ~of equipment affected (e.g., line tnnsfoma, secondary, etc.), includiog the range of capacities, 
wire sizes. span leagtbs. or other descriptors affecting enelJJY losses. 

Desaibe dae base-efficiency equipment 1bat would be iDstilled under cuuent standard utility practice. 

Desaibe dae bigb-efficiency equipment installed in the program. Provide specific details (e.g., wile sizes, 
transformer km specificatio.m) relevant to loss computations. 

Prop-am lmplemeatatton schedule 
Define the implementation sdiedule for the program, including number of installations by month. 

Allalysls Coatad(s) 
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Provide contact iofonoation for the personnel responsible for tracking installations and for estimating loss 
reductions, including company name, individual(s) name, address, phone and email. 

Section 2: Equipment Loading 

For each type of equipment included in the program. provide (I) tbe estimated maximum load on the typical or 
average installation, (2) tbe estimated average load on the equipment on weekdays between 3:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m., 
1uoe through August (the coincident peak period), and (3) the estimated load-duration curve on the equipment 

Include the ~es of the estimates, including utility load-research data. 

Include any data on the variability of loads among installations. reflecting the number of customers served by 
the equipment (e.g., customers on a transformer or a span of secondary), the size of customer, and the customer 
class(es) (e.g., residential, street lighting, small commercial) served. 

The load data should reflect the conditions prevailing in the year for which savings are claimed. Particularly for 
expansions of tbe distribu1ion system, tbe loads in the year of installation may be less than loads in 1ata years. 

Where possible, the annual billed sales to the customers served by the equipment should be used as a check on the 
total energy usage assumed. Where these data are not available, describe the system configuration (e.g., secondary 
network) or database limitations that prevent such comparison. 

Sectloa 3: Base aad EfDcleat Cases 

Calculate and document energy losses for the efficient and base cases as outlined below. 

Basellne-Case Losses 
For each type of equipment included in the program, compute the aooual losses per unit of equipment as 

loss.-= I, (kV Ac + FLC]2 x FLL4 + 8766 )( NU.., 

=hom 
= full-load capacity 
= load losses at full load 
=no-load loss/hour 

Compute the pre-project losses in the coincident peak period in kW as 

peakloSSt- = L {lkv.Ata + FLC]2 x FLLLt.} + H +NU., 

where 
h = ho1D' in the coincident peak period 
H =number of hours in the coincident peak period 

Provide manufacturer's specifications or standard-reference data for typical baseline equipment for FLC, FLLL, and 
NLL. 

Provide the spreadsheet in which the base losses are computed. 

Provide infonoatioo demonstrating that the assumed base efficiency is in &ct standard practice, including: 

Current Industry .Practice - Document ament induslly practice using articles .from industry joumals, 
manufacturers' sales data, recent distribution standards &om other utilities, and/or similar somces. 
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Applicant Practice - Document the utility's own iecent standard practices through~ records, 
distn"bution standmds. intemal guidelines for linemm, and similar documents. Document die effect on 
equipment selection of allowances for growth. including new infill c:onstruc:tion in expansion applications. 

Eflldeot-Case Losses 
For each type of equipmmt included in the program. compule the ammal losses Pe:r unit of the efficient equipment 
as 

toss...= Ia (kV At+ FLC]2 x FLLLe + 8766 x NU. 

t 
FLC 
FLLLe 
NLLe 

=hour 
= full-load capacif¥ 
= load losses at fbll load 
=no-load loss/hour 

Compute the post-project losses in the coincident peak period in kW as 

peald~ =I.. {lkVAia + FLCf x FULe} + H + NLl.e 

h = hour in the coincidmt peak period 
H =number of hours in the coincident peak period 

Provide IDBllU1Bcturer's specifications or standanl-referaace data for efficient equipment for FLC, FI.LL, and NLL. 

Provide the spreadsheet in which the efficient-case losses are computed. 

Savlop 
Energy Savings = Ooss.- - IOSSealmat) x (1 + ULF) 

ULf = Upstream Loss Factor, the change in losses on the primary distribution and 
transmission systems per kWh reduction in secondary losses 

Peak Savings = (peaklosst- - peakloSStmcimt) )( (1 + UPLF) 

where 
ULf =Upstream Peak Loss Factor applicable to the coincident peak period 

If 1be utility has estimates of load-related losses on the primary distribution mid trammission systems, and uses those 
estimates in screeoiDs customer end-use efticie.ocy measures. it may add those losses to the load iecluc1ion due to 
efficiency improvements in mass plant on the secondary dislribution system. Provide the derivation of the estimate 
of primary and transmission losses, and demonstrate the consistency of the claimed losses with the loss values used 
for the savings behind the customer meter. 

Section 4: Screening Inputs 

Mnsareure 
Doc:omeot the life of each type of added equipmmt, inchacting refamce to the utility's depreciation studies. The 
efficient case analysis is typically perfonoed over the lifetime of the major componeots. Whae some equipment bas 
a useful life shorter than the analysis period, describe 1he rationale for 1he analysis period and assumptions regarding 
the rcplacemmt cost of equipmmt with lives shorter than the analysis period. 
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Discount savings with 1espect to existing equipment over time, to the extalt that the utility would make this (or a 
similar) change in configuration in the foreseeable fulure to meet peak load or reliability requirements. 

O&M Cost meets 
Include any foreseeable cbaoges in O&M costs related to 1be changes in equipment and to any changes in operating 
practices. 

Cost 
Documalt the actual cost of the project, including equipment. iDtemal and contract labor. allocated ovedleads, 
design. engineering, and pennjttins 
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T&D Loss Reductions - Mass Plant Retrofit Analysis Protocol 

This protocol defines the requirements for aoalyzing and docummbng loss reductions due to replacemem of existing 
mass utility plant with more efficient equipment, prior to 1be eud of 1be existing equipment's useful life and in the 
absence of any need for increased c:apacity. 

Examples of mass plant include line 1nmsfonnas, seccmd8ly lines, service drops and meters. For these common and 
gmerally small invesbnellts, detamination of loads and losses for each installation will not generally be feasal>Je or 
cost-effective. This protocol is .inteuded to address the energy impacts of operating energy efficiency improvements 
of installed equipment on average over many installations. 

This llD8lysis protocol does not apply to equipment installed to save interval-metered load in excess of SOO kVA 
Those projects should be analyzed widl the Larae Custom« Analysis Protocol. 

The Analysis Protocol is divided into four sections: 
Section 1: Program Information 
Section 2: F.quipmeat IAacting 
Section 3: Base and Efficient Cases and Savings 
Section 4: Screening Inputs 

Section 1: Program Information 

Prop'am Tl1le 
Provide a unique title for the program so that it is easily disringnisbabte ftom otha programs with similar scope. 
Example: "RepJaciq 2S kVA 13.8 kV tnmsfomiers widl amorphous-core ttansfonners". 

Sites (locattons) 
Provide a list of the locations at which equipment was iDs1alled UDder this program. Locations may be identified by 
the customer addresses, pole numbers. transformer identification numbers, or similar idmtifiers. 

Clau/Sfctor/lndastry Description 
For each installation, specify the customer classes (resideatial, small gaiaa1 service. etc.) served by the equipment, 
and for non-residential customers, the sector (Induslrial. Commercial, Institutional, Multi-fimily) and type of use 
(e.g., office, restaunmt, dormitory, gas station). · 

Tecbnology DescrlpUon 
Describe the type of equipment affected (e.g., line transformer. secondary, etc.), including the nnge of capacities, 
wire sizes, span leoglbs, or other descriptors afJectiq energy losses. 

Descn"be the existing equipment that was ieplaced. 

Describe the high-efficieDcy equipment inslalled in the program. Provide specific details (e.g., wire sizes, 
transformer loss specifications) relevant to loss computations. 

Prop'am llllplemeatatloa schedule 
Define the implementation schedule for the program. including number of installations by DlOllth. 

Analysis Coatad(s) 
Provide contact information for the persmmd l'eSpODSible for tracking installations and for estimating loss 
reductions, including company name, individual(s) name. address, phone and email. 

Sectton 2: Equipment Loading 
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For each type of equipment included in the program. provide (1) the estimated maximum load OD the typical or 
avenge iustallation. (2) the estimated avemge load on the equipment OD weekdays between 3:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m., 
June through August (the coincident peak period), and (3) the estimated load-duration curve on the equipment 

Include die sources of the estimates, including utility load-rcsearch data. 

IDclude any data on the variability of loads amooa installations, retlediog the number of customers served by 
the equipment (e.g., customers on a lranSformcr or a span of secondary), the size of customa, and the customer 
class( es) (e.g., resideatial. street ligbtina. small commercial) served. 

The load data should reflect the conditions prevailing in the year for which savings are claimed 

Wlae possible, the annual billed sales 1D the customers served by the equipment should be used as a check on the 
total energy usage assumed. Where these data are not available, descn'be the system configuration (e.g., secondary 
netwolk) or dambase limitations that prevent such comparison. 

Section 3: Base and Efftclent Cases 

Calculate and docummt enetBY losses for the efficient and base cases as outlined below. 

Basellae-Case Losses 
For each type of equipment included in tbe program. romput.e the mmual pre-program losses per unit of equipmalt 
as 

loss.-= It lkV Ae + FLC]2 
x FLU..+ 8766 >< ~ 

where 
t 
FLC 
FU.Lt, 
NU., 

=hour 
= full-load capacity 
=load losses at full load 
=no-load loss/hour 

Compute the pie-project losses in the coincident peak period in kW as 

pealdosst.e = L {[kv >.. + FLCf >< FLU..} + H +mi. 

whae 
h = hour in the coincident peak period 
H =number of hours in the coincident peak period 

Provide manumctma"s specifications, test results. or staodard-referaice data for typical baseline equipment for 
FLC, FLLL. and NIL. 

Provide the spreadsheet in which the base losses are computed. 

Provide intbml8lion demonstrating that the existing equipment could have remained in service. 

Document that the existing equipment was functioning properly. 

Provide certification that the existing equipment was adequate to meet anticipated loads. 

Descn'be the disposition of the existing equipment. If the equipment has been or may be retumed to service, 
explain how that return to service would not offset the claimed loss reductions. 
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Describe the manner in which equipment was selected for replacement (e.g .• vintage, desip, location), and 
provide documentation to demonsttate that the replacements were targeted for loss reduction, rather than 
actual or imminent failure. 

Emdent-Case Losses 
For each type of equipmmt included in the program. compute the amiual losses per unit of the efficient equipment 
as 

loslddml =It [kVAt +FI.Cf x FILLe + 8766 x NI.Le 

where 
t =hour 
FLC = full-load capacity 
FLlle = load losses at full load 
Nile = no-load loss/hour 

Compute the post-project losses in the coincident peak period in kW as 

peaklosseak:iml = I,. {lkv A.+ FLCf x FLLI..e} + H + NLLe 

where 
h =hour in the coincident peak period 
H =number of hours in the co.incident peak period 

Provide manu1actura"s specificatiODS or standard-reference data for efficient equipment for FLC, FLLL, and NLL. 

Provide the spreadsheet in which the efficient-case losses are computed. 

Savtnp 
Energy Savinp = (le>sst- - lo~ x (1 + ULF) 

where 
ULF =Upstream Loss Factor, the change in losses OD the primary distribution and 

traDsmissiOD systems per kWh reduction in secondary losses 

Peak Savings= (peak1ossi- - peaklossddl!al) x (1 + UPLF) 

where 
ULF =Upstream Peak Loss Factor applicable to the coincident peak period 

If the utility bas estimates of load-related losses 011 the primary distribution and transmissiOD systems, and uses those 
estimates in screening customer end-use efficiency measures, it may add those losses to the load reduction due to 
efficiency improvements in mass plant on the secondary distribution system. Provide the derivation of the estimate 
of primary and transmission losses, and demonslrate the coDSistency of the claimed losses with the loss values used 
for the savings behind the customer meter. 

Sectton 4: Screening Inputs 

MeasureUle 
Document the life of each type of added equipment. including reference to the utility's depreciation studies. The 
efficient case analysis is typically performed over the lifetime of the major components. Where some equipment bas 
a useful life shorter thBD the analysis period, descn"be the rationale for the analysis period and assumptions regarding 
the replacement cost of equipment with lives shorter than the analysis period. 
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Discount savinp with respect to existing equipment over time, to the extent that Che utility would make this (or a 
similar) change in configuration in the foreseeable future to meet peak load or reliability requireme:ots. 

O&M Cost Effects 
IncJude any foreseeable cbauges in O&M costs related to lbe changes in equipment and to any changes in operating 
practices. 

Cost 
Document die actual cost of the project, including equipment, intemal and contract labor, allocated ovedleads, 
design. engineering. and pamittix1g 
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T&D Loss Reductions - Large Customer Connection Analysis Protocol 

This protocol defines the m(UimDeols for aaalyzioa and documenting loss reductiom due to ios1allation of 
distribution equipment to save intaval-metered load in excess of '00 kV A. wbae the iDslalled equipment has 
lower losses than 

• standard equipment, in the case of iDcmDenta1 improvements owr equipment required due to failure. need for 
increased capacity, or conoedion of new loads, or 

• existing equipmc:ot, in lbe case of retrofit of equipment solely for the energy savings. 

Each project may include equipmeot saving one or a few customers, each with interval metering, at siogle location. 
The equipment may also serve small llDOUllts of DOD-interval-metered street lighting and private area lighting, so 
long as the load shape of the outdoor lighting can be reasonably estimated . 

.Examples of distribution plant coveted by this protocol include liae transformers, secondary lines, service drops, and 
meters. 

The Analysis .Protocol is divided into fom sections: 
Section 1: Project lnfmmation 
Section 2: Equipmad Loading 
Section 3: Base and Efticiad Cases and Savings 
Section 4: Saeeaing Inputs 

Sectloa 1: Project lnfonnaUoa 

Project Title 
Provide a unique title for lbe project so that it is easily ctistinguishable from other projects with similar scope. 
Example: "Justall low-loss traDsfonnas and upgrade service drops for the Midway Office Palk". 

Sites (locattoas) 
Provide a list of the locations at which equipment was installed uoder this project Locations may be ideotified by 
the customer llUIDba, address, pole oumbe.rs, 1l1msformer identification DUIDbers. or similar identifiers. 

Tedaaolol)' Description 
Describe the type of equipment affected (e.g., line 1111DSfonner, secondmy, etc.), including the capacity, wire size, 
span lengths, vohages, or other desaiptors a1fectiag energy losses. Provide a one-Jine diagram of the 
interconnection 

If this project consists of the iDcmDenta1 iDaase of efficiency for a new or replacement CODnection, describe the 
equipment that would be installed UDder staudant utility practice. Demousttate that the assmned base eflicicacy is in 
fact standard practice, includiog: 

Cumot lndustly Pnctice- Documr:at ament industry practice using uticles from industry joumals, 
manufacturers• sales data. recent distribution standards from other utilities, and/or similar soun:es. 

Applicant Practice - Doamient the utility's own recent standard practices through purchase iecorcls, 
distribution staadmds, iatema1 guidelines for linemaJ, and similar docummts. Document the effect on 
equipment selection of allowances for growth, including new infill construction in expansion applications. 

If this project consists of the loss-drival retrofit of existing CODDection equipment. descn"be the existing equipmeat 

Describe the bigh-efficimcy equipmeat im1alled in the project Provide specific details (e.g., wire siz.es. traosfonDer 
loss specifications) "'levant 10 loss computations. 
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